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Timely and Informative Jan Coed has produced a superb little classic with "Why Don't They Come
With Instructions?" This anecdotal background of her initiatives to improve two children with
"problems" will resonate with all parents facing very similar difficulties. The author's personal
difficulties with the effects of disabilities within her family members kept me engaged within an
emotional adventure. As a counselor, I'll keep a copy of this book on hand for such occassions.One
senses that Coed has perhaps another quantity in her on this same subject. I'm sure I am but one
of many who would eagerly welcome that. I've no personal nor useful experiences in the realm of
autism, children and parenting, nevertheless, this publication attracted my curiosity and shipped in
cultivating my curiosity. Interesting Take on Special Needs Kids Jan Beaver's new book gives great
insight into the trials of raising children in the autism spectrum who have additional issues such as
Tourette's Syndrome and ADHD. Part I of the book is written within an anecdotal fashion, which can
frustrate readers searching for advice on coping with specific behaviors. She does a fantastic job of
revealing precisely how challenging some of these behaviors can be; she exhibits a lot more
endurance and perseverance in dealing with the "meltdowns" described in a few of the chapters,
than many could show in like circumstances. Very informative Jan Beaver Coad has written an
excellent, easy-to-read, book that's more than her own private experience with raising two particular
needs children. For example, her considered having transitional housing for at an increased risk
youth is a wonderful idea. I recommend this book.In short, the book might have been a bit better
organized, but there is enough good information contained to create it an worthwhile read for the
author's market. strongly suggested! Bravo, Jan! i loved this book. Her writing style is clear and
enjoyable, and she shares stories about her family members and herself which illustrate very well
the difficulty of raising "complicated" kids.Component II of her publication discusses her Lavender
Door Foundation possesses many interesting suggestions on helping children on the autism
spectrum and with additional disorders transition successfully into a functional adult life. This is a
practical book which will help others to comprehend this experience, and to help motivate parents
who have special needs kids themelves.It's brief, witty, and down-to-earth design makes this a
great book for individuals who want to start learning about this subject matter. she also offers a lot
of important, practical guidance for those who are working with these kinds of often difficult
circumstances. It can help you to learn, and wet your appetite for further knowledge. Inspiring Read!
Jan Beaver has created a wonderful gem of a publication that will make you laugh and cry
simultaneously that it offers inspiration and practical insight in to the challenges of raising kids on the
autism spectrum who have additional problems such as for example Tourette's Syndrome and
Interest Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.Jan often posts about the good and the bad of functioning
toward dreams within my blog I Resolve To® . Why Don't They Come With Instructions? . I enjoyed
the 1st draft of her publication as much as the final edition. Kudos for you, Jan, for making a dream
come true in publishing this reserve, for the like that you shower on your family and for your
willingness to reach out and help others. I recommend 'Why Don't They Come With Instructions' to
parents among others who are searching for insight and a bit of inspiration. . "Why Don't They
Come With Instructions?" was an excellent and easy read.We highly recommend this publication to
everyone.This book is a lot more than Coed recounting her experiences as a parent; She described
serious difficulties of parenting in special conditions yet were able to maintain a confident tone that
could otherwise have converted into a depressing tale. What made this publication a wonderful go
through was the author's ability to present much (serious) subject in a smart collaboration with tale
telling, humor and inspiration. It's challenging more than enough for "average" youth to be
economically independent in the present economy, without factoring in issues such as for example
learning disabilities of various sorts! i laughed, nearly cried, and had my eyes opened concerning life



as a mother dealing with children with disabilities. This will serve well as an educational device both
for those who are in her situation as well as those who simply may need to understand it (from
teachers to friends to health-care providers). the author's down-to-earth demeanor pieces the stage
for a comfortable read anyone can value. a blessing! Informative and Personal Jan's book is an eye-
opener for those folks who don't have children at all, aside from special needs kids.
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